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Module 3 is an enlightening module 
that puts the focus on fostering 
creativity among students and 
employers in the workplace.  It 
explores how through idea 
exchange in our regions, we can 
create a  workplace environment to 
protect and promote our Culinary 
Heritage.

We begin this Module by looking at 
creativity and follow with 4 key 
learning opportunities …… 

Module Contents
How to bring the past into the 
future.

2 Creating ‘Places on Plates’

3 Idea exchange

4 Learning activities & tools



The Oxford Dictionary defines creativity as: 
the use of imagination or original ideas to 
create something

The Cambridge Dictionary defines it as: the 
ability to produce or use original and 
unusual ideas. 

Creativity in our culinary sector is absolutely 
essential and is actually closely integrated 
with culture, art, science, and technology.  

A very interesting article on this topic 
Gastronomy and Culinary Creativity (Chapter 
25) - The Cambridge Handbook of Creativity 
across Domains

But first, what is Creativity?

https://www.cambridge.org/core/books/abs/cambridge-handbook-of-creativity-across-domains/gastronomy-and-culinary-creativity/15F349E80A602C300D7EE4AFECD6B9E8


Scenius is like genius, only embedded in a 
scene rather than in genes. Individuals 
immersed in a productive scenius will blossom 
and produce their best work. When buoyed by 
scenius, you act like genius. Your like-minded 
peers, and the entire environment inspire you

Brian Eno suggested the word to convey the 
extreme creativity that groups, places or 
"scenes" can occasionally generate. His actual 
definition is:

"Scenius stands for the intelligence and the 
intuition of a whole cultural scene. It is the 

communal form of the concept of the 
genius."

Scenius or communal creativity

https://www.britannica.com/biography/Brian-Eno


• Mutual appreciation – Risky moves are applauded by the group, subtlety is appreciated, 
and friendly competition goads the shy. Scenius can be thought of as the best of peer 
pressure. 

• Rapid exchange of tools and techniques – As soon as something is invented, it is flaunted 
and then shared. Ideas flow quickly because they are flowing inside a common language 
and sensibility. 

• Network effects of success – When a record is broken, a hit happens, or breakthrough 
erupts, the success is claimed by the entire scene. This empowers the scene to further 
success. 

• Local tolerance for the novelties – The local "outside" does not push back too hard against 
the transgressions of the scene. The renegades and mavericks are protected by this buffer 
zone. 

Taken from : https://www.wired.com/2008/06/scenius-or-comm/

How can Scenius help culinary creativity ?

https://www.wired.com/2008/06/scenius-or-comm/


If employers create kitchens or 
workspaces with thought and 
consideration for idea sharing and 
teaching, these areas can be far more 
effective as creative spaces. 
For example:
• Large working tables/stations.
• Whiteboards to write down new 

recipes/ ideas
• Central & viewable work-stations
• Appropriate background music

A Kitchen Scenius…
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How can we take the best of what our
grandparents ate and bring it into the 21st

century? There’s so much to learn from the

traditional ingredients, recipes and cooking
methods which form so much of the

intangible heritage of European regions,

but sometimes they need a little twist to

make them relevant to today. That’s what
the Erasmus+ project Cook It Forward is all

about: helping vocational students to use

culinary heritage to build their future
careers.

Cooking Forward…



The revolution has already begun …take Ireland for example

There’s a satisfying home-spun feel to traditional Irish food, with big bowls of warming dishes and trusty

two-component meals (meat and vegetables with a key focus on potatoes) that have stood the test of
time. Irish stew, bacon and cabbage, regional dishes of Coddle (typically Dublin) or Boxty (from the
border region).

Up to now, this kind of food might have been regarded with affection, but it wasn’t always considered

cool. Well, things have changed: Ireland’s chefs are reworking and reinventing menus, bringing traditional
Irish food up to date for 21st century foodies. They’re mixing high-grade ingredients with new techniques,
making the finished article fresher, tastier and unmistakably modern – yet still staying true to the humble

heritage of these simple ingredients. Just look to upscale restaurants such as The Greenhouse, Dax,
Forest Avenue, and Loam and you'll see what we mean.

We want the Culinary students entering the workforce to be able to keep this movement going and to
realise the potential behind their culinary heritage

Cooking Forward…Looking Forward

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coddle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boxty
http://www.thegreenhouserestaurant.ie/home.php
https://www.dax.ie/restaurant/
http://forestavenuerestaurant.ie/
https://loamgalway.com/


Millet is a staple crop for tens of millions of 
people throughout Asia and Africa. Known as a 
Smart Food, millet is gluten-free, and an 
excellent source of protein, calcium, iron, zinc, 
and dietary fibre. It can also be a better choice for 
farmers and the planet, requiring 30 percent less 
water than maize, 70 percent less water than rice, 
and can be grown with fewer expensive inputs, 
demanding little or no fertilizers and pesticides.

Despite these benefits, millet has fallen out of 
favour in recent decades, often being perceived 
as a low-value crop for the poor. 

READ MORE:  https://www.resilience.org/stories/2018-11-
15/10-chefs-bringing-forgotten-grains-back-to-life/

INTERNATIONAL CASE STUDY 
EXAMPLE - 10 Chefs   Bringing 
Forgotten Grains Back to Life

Sabyasachi Gorai, Lavaash by Chef Saby
For chef and culinary-entrepreneur
Sabyasachi Gorai, the resurgence of millet is 
more than just another trend. 
Gorai believes that their nutritional advantages 
and role in preserving India’s agricultural 
biodiversity will cement millet in the culinary 
mainstream as flavourful and versatile 
ingredients. Signature Chef Saby dishes, like 
black olive millet risotto and millet cranberry 
laddoo are popularising millet as a healthy and 
delicious grain alternative.

https://www.resilience.org/stories/2018-11-15/10-chefs-bringing-forgotten-grains-back-to-life/
http://chefsaby.com/
https://www.foodlovers.in/features/millets-on-menus/


Leon’s vision for the future of seafood began 
with fish guts. The chef was tasked with cleaning 
the fish his mother cooked as a boy when he 
noticed what the fish ate. 

León, the face of three-Michelin starred 
restaurant Aponiente, near Cádiz, in Spain, has 
drawn from the sea to create dishes that have 
beguiled diners with their ingenuity. Very little is 
off the table: A dish traditionally made with veal 
uses fish skin as its hero ingredient instead, 
while plankton also finds its way onto the menu.

The sea is “the great pantry,” he argues. León’s 
dream is to discover new ingredients out in the 
deep, including fruit, vegetables, tubers, and 
cereals. 

READ MORE: Why the future of food might lie in the past 
(cnn.com)

EUROPEAN CASE STUDY             
Spanish Chef Angel Leon believes that 
“the future of food lies in the past”

One cereal he’s experimenting with is “sea 
rice,” a grain sourced from eelgrass, a native 
seagrass found throughout the northern 
hemisphere. The grain’s texture is 
somewhere between rice and quinoa and 
does not taste of the sea, says the chef, 
adding it has the potential to be ground into 
flour for use in bread, pasta, and pastry.

Cocina y Vino | El chef Ángel León y su 
revolucionario "cereal marino" - YouTube

https://www.aponiente.com/
https://edition.cnn.com/interactive/2021/10/world/future-of-food-in-the-past-c2e-spc/
https://edition.cnn.com/interactive/2021/10/world/future-of-food-in-the-past-c2e-spc/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dih6s0cHnuQ


Cook it Forward has three resources to help you bring the past into the future 

How to bring the past into the future

By reaching out to the world of 
work, and establishing 
connections within your region 
with other restaurants, 
networks, food companies, 
caterers, farmers, producers 
and local authorities, we can 
create a nurturing 
environment that cares about 
the past, that students will 
graduate into.

By giving real-life assignments, 
we bring students closer to the 
world of work and asked to re-
invent dishes from the past.  
Not only will students learn the 
how and the why of 
reimagining /reinventing, 
traditional dishes, but they will 
also learn from each other in a 
regional and European manner.

Cook it Forward has created a 
toolkit to help VET colleges to 
set up culinary heritage 
alliances in their regions, 
ensuring the project has a real 
impact.
Engaged educators and world 
of work stakeholders that will 
embrace culinary heritage are 
key to bringing the past into 
the future

BUILD ALLIANCES ENGAGE STUDENTS IN 
REIMAGINING LOCAL DISHES

ENGAGED EDUCATORS

FOR THESE RESOURCES 
CLICK ON THIS LINK

https://www.cookitforward.eu/results

https://www.cookitforward.eu/vet-company-kit
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Europe is a community of rich history, 
traditions, culture, and a lot of delicious & 
varied foods, ingredients, and flavours.

Recipes have transcended from 
generation to generation. Places tend to 
have unique dishes associated with them 
due to “heritage ingredients” or traditional 
cooking methods or features. 

At times, modernity can take over traditional 
heritage cooking and ingredients. But there 
is huge value in encouraging the 
preservation of these dishes and making 
them more relatable in the present context, 
thus preserve Europe’s ‘Places on Plates’

Heritage on a Plate



Lithuania Cepelinai
The Netherlands Hollandse Nieuwe
Spain Paella
Ireland Irish Stew
Italy Pizza & Pasta
France Cassoulet
Germany Sauerbraten
Denmark Smørrebrød
Poland Pierogi
Sweden Kanelbulle

Some places on plates…



There are many benefits to creating 
‘Places on Plates’, one being that in 
supporting local production it helps fight 
the abandonment of small-scale farming 
and rural communities & promotes local 
purchasing and short supply chains.

Creating unique-to-region dishes also 
promotes the diversification and 
sustainability of food products associated 
with these areas. 

This diversity is a legacy passed on from 
generation to generation which could 
otherwise be at risk of extinction.

Benefits of Places on Plates



Benefits of Places on Plates

Food and culture are interwoven. The processes involved in preparing, serving and 
sharing certain foods and drinks might appear simple, but they often carry important 

social and cultural significance. Recipes and dietary practices can be used to 

transmit knowledge from one generation to the next. Making and eating certain 
foods as part of a celebration can solidify social bonds. 

For travellers, getting to know the local food scene and joining in with culinary 

traditions is one of the best ways to deepen knowledge and enrich the  experience. 

As of January 2021, UNESCO recognises 23 food and drink-related traditions as 
part of its Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity.

https://wander-lush.org/eat-like-a-local/
https://wander-lush.org/best-food-experiences-in-europe/
https://ich.unesco.org/en/lists


This video introduces us to 
Il-Ftira, the culinary art and 
culture of flattened 
sourdough bread in Malta.

VISIT
https://ich.unesco.org/en/RL/il-ftira-
culinary-art-and-culture-of-flattened-
sourdough-bread-in-malta-01580

THE OTHER 22 IDEAS CAN BE FOUND ON 
Food Culture: 23 Culinary Traditions 
Around the World (wander-lush.org)

One of the 23 food and drink projects on the UNESCO list 

Il-Ftira, culinary art and culture of flattened sourdough bread in Malta -
YouTube

https://ich.unesco.org/en/RL/il-ftira-culinary-art-and-culture-of-flattened-sourdough-bread-in-malta-01580
https://ich.unesco.org/en/RL/il-ftira-culinary-art-and-culture-of-flattened-sourdough-bread-in-malta-01580
https://wander-lush.org/food-culture-unesco/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NfTGYXMO5jo


Kuchmistrai is a restaurant that protects 
and nurtures the culinary heritage of 
Lithuanian nobles, where the preparation 
of all dishes is supervised by the honorary 
officer of our manor – the chef master.

As in ancient times, Kuchmistrai kitchen 
pays special attention not only to the 
menu, the quality of food, its presentation 
but also to the farms from which 
vegetables, fruits, flour, or meat are 
purchased. They have become famous for 
their stewed Guineafowl cake, stewed 
pigeon, or Lithuanian wine tastings.

Be Inspired

https://kuchmistrai.lt/?lang=en


On the shore of Lake Paplovinis, in the Eastern 
Lithuanian town of Ignalina, sits a cosy hotel 
and restaurant "Žuvėdra". The wide selection of 
European and national food on the restaurant`s 
menu also features local dishes of East 
Aukštaitija displaying their culinary heritage.

"Žuvėdra" restaurant invites visitors to try potato 
sausage, stuffed potato dumplings (cepelinai), 
cheese with honey or cold beet soup made in 
local traditional ways, or they may be offered 
another local culinary speciality, the soup 
"poliauka", the recipe of which is borrowed from 
a local woman, Brone Kaulakyte-Bagdoniene. 
Brone herself received the lesson on how to 
cook it from her own grandmother. The dish is 
supposed to be 150 years old or even older.

Be Inspired

1 naujas pranešimas (ignalina.info)Website:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cepelinai
https://www.ignalina.info/en/food-and-drink/hotel-restaurant-zuvedra/


In Ireland in 2016, the initiative ‘Place on 
a Plate’, was created to encourage 
businesses to adopt an ethos of 
offering fresh, locally sourced, seasonal 
food on their menu and just as 
importantly, make sure they are telling 
their customers about it. 

Research has shown that in recent 
years experiencing local foods and 
beverages, which express the identity 
of a destination through food culture 
and heritage, has become a sought-
after travel experience for both 
domestic and international visitors.     

Click here for more information  

Be Inspired

https://www.thetaste.ie/food-connect-conference-to-explore-potential-for-food-tourism-in-ireland/


Food, Tourism and culture a perfect combination

A Taste of Ireland: From Farm to Fork - YouTube

From farm to fork and 
sea to shore, Ireland is 
renowned for its fresh, 

local and organic 
produce. 

Coupled with innovative 
recipes and traditional 
techniques, Irish’s food 
scene brings you from 

fine dining to gastro pub 
to farmer’s market and 
everything in between. 

WATCH 
THIS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9WeAU43FkqM


Refers to a good or service being 
offered by a company.

Select one starter, one main 
course and one dessert from your 
restaurant menu and have them 
re-invented so that the culinary 
heritage is preserved but brought 
into the future.

Employer Exercise
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”

I have not failed…I’ve 
just found 10,000 
ways that won’t 

work

“

Thomas Edison



As covered earlier in this module creating the correct scene (Scenius) for 
Idea Exchange is very important. The person with the idea needs to feel 
that they are in a safe non-judgemental place and that they will be 
listened to. 

It is also important to know and accept that every idea won’t be a great 
one and especially in the kitchen ‘trial & error’ is a common activity. 
‘Failing’ is part of the game.

Encourage learning from peers and senior staff, and as mentioned in 
Module 1 Reverse mentoring can also be a source of ideas and innovation 
can be the result. Being a part of a team can lead to the pooling of ideas 
and result in great collaborative work.

Idea Exchange…



Refers to a good or service being 
offered by a company.

Key points:

1. Be yourself – but be your better self

2. Be energetic - & project that energy

3. Be engaged – with your audience

Communicating Ideas…for Employers or students!



4 Simple ways to have an idea…

Writer and researcher 
Richard St. John makes 

the compelling case that 
great ideas can come 

from surprisingly 
humble beginnings:

Problems bring ideas
Listening to someone 

bring ideas
Look around-notice

things observe things 
believe your eyes

Write down your ideas 
it will fly away if not 

4 simple ways to have a great idea | Richard St. John - YouTube

WATCH 
THIS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mtn31hh6kU4


Start with the broad question

HOW CAN WE…?

1. Pool together the obvious ideas
2. Build on these and then start forming 

your ‘wildest’ ideas
3. For fun you could imagine the ‘worst’ 

ideas you can come up with
4. Then discuss themes that may have 

emerged
5. Vote on the most promising idea to 

explore further
6. Rank Ideas based on votes

Pooling Ideas
BE INSPIRED 

BY EACH 
OTHER



● Show interest & Signal 
encouragement 

● Avoid interruption & distractions 

● Avoid judgement 

● Reflect & Clarify 

● Ask open questions

● Listen for feelings 

● Observe non-verbal behaviours 

Active Listening



It doesn't matter if you're developing your very first restaurant menu or 
planning to reinvent your current one – you need to have a strategy in place 
with both the food and beverages on offer.

If you are keen to promote your culinary heritage, you’re already on the right 
path. Your restaurant menu is there to give meaning to the overall guest 
experience while also delivering emotions and brand personality. These are 
the fundamentals of a restaurant’s concept.

To develop a memorable food and beverage menu, however, you must 
have a thorough understanding of your target customers. You should also 
understand competitors and aim to understand your local economic factors.

Developing or reinventing a menu…



Refers to a good or service being 
offered by a company.

Most conceptual ideas start at the food or cuisine level. 
Restaurateurs need to remember that restaurants don’t just sell 
food and beverages; they sell experiences through the 
enhancement of guest emotions. 

When planning a concept, it’s imperative to have a focus on the 
style of menu and niche of cuisine, but it needs to be taken a step 
further to ensure it’s a menu that the market not only wants and 
needs, but a menu that elevates the guests’ variety of senses.

It’s more than Cuisine…



Firstly, you should ask what do you want your restaurant to be known for? 
The best ‘what’ in your area? From here, you can begin to develop a flavour 
profile with supporting elements such as ingredients, colours, and textures 
that will deliver that promise.

The goal is to keep it simple and memorable. Try to keep your menu under 
32 items for optimal productivity, and to minimize confusion and anxiety 
among your guests. Remember, guests prefer to make a decision within 120 
seconds. Source

Take this time to list out your desired menu and if it’s too large, begin to 
narrow it down.

Once the ideas are in…
1. Develop your menu concept

https://blog.typsy.com/how-to-develop-a-restaurant-menu


Developing a menu and/or new and specific dishes and drinks can take a 
lot of trial and error. It’s important to understand your concept and target 
market while working with flavours that will make customers go ‘wow’!
Put together a list of the core ingredients that will deliver that wow factor 
within your desired menu. You’ll also want to consider how you can 
repurpose raw ingredients as much as possible to reduce food costs and 
waste.
When considering ingredients, try using as much product from around you 
as possible – for example, produce that is in season, food artisans from your 
area, or meats from a local farm/butcher. Take this time to list out all the 
main local ingredients you will require.

2. Develop a list of core ingredients



Now that you know your concept is Culinary heritage and you have ideas 
and know the core ingredients, where can you find them?

You want to reduce your risk (and often costs) by eliminating as many third 
parties as possible within the supply chain. When planning your menu(s), list 
out a limited number of potential suppliers, including information on their 
company history, any past product recalls, their storage facilities, delivery 
logistics, and ethical working environment. Build a list of two to three local 
butchers, seafood suppliers, craft breweries, local wineries, and produce 
suppliers (etc.) needed for you to be able to build your concept.

3. Investigate your supply chain



Leaf and Root farm 
provide their freshly 
grown produce to 

Galway's Michelin star 
restaurant, Loam. 
Sourcing their produce 

in the West of Ireland 
has allowed them to 
provide high-quality 

dishes on their menu

Sourcing your Supply…

Leaf & Root and Loam, Galway - YouTube

http://www.leafandroot.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x6_Izo-_TsQ&t=6s


Using a recipe management program or simply inputting available data into 
a spreadsheet will allow you to begin analysing your menu concept, its 
portions, and the associated cost of each item via its core list of ingredients.
Based on the concept, noted ingredients, and each supplier’s cost, can the 
menu items be priced accordingly for your target customers and local 
economy? Is there enough room for profit based on your location’s needs? 
Is there enough balance in the pricing? What is the goal for average 
revenue per customer?
This is where having a business plan in place as discussed in module 4, will 
assist in understanding appropriate key performance indicators (KPIs) 
required to be a successful restaurant.

4. Cost out your menu items



Now that you have the ideas and concept and the initial costs are figured 
out, you can move along to the next step. Many restaurateurs forget about 
this one. It’s time to consider how your guests will eat and drink your menu 
offerings.
How will it look on the plate or in the glass? How will the colours contrast 
with one another? Is the dish or drink Instagram-worthy? Which elements 
should go on a fork or spoon together? If it’s available for take-out, how will 
the menu item perform after being in a container for 10+ minutes on the 
journey home?
It’s ideal to plate it three different ways, test it, take photos, and also test its 
longevity if it is going to be available for take-out. Again, trial and error make 
perfect.

5. Visualise your plating and glassware



This is arguably the most exciting aspect of the ideation and concept 
development process – testing the flavours! 
Do the menu items meet and exceed your expectations? Give each item a 
few different tweaks and decide which is best. Get others involved in the 
process and don’t be afraid to use a soft opening to gather further 
feedback. You may want to take photos and put them on social media to 
see which ones gather the most engagement from a visual standpoint.
At the end of the day, the key to a profitable and memorable menu is to 
keep it small and focused with items that you want to be known for – while 
differentiating your concept from local competition and offering a balance 
in pricing. This is the recipe for success

6. Run a test kitchen



Audience or customer 
engagement via Social 
Media
Over 500 million users look at 
Instagram Stories every day. From 
influencers to large businesses, a 
substantial number of Instagrammers 
are now using the Story polls feature, 
not only to interact with their 
audience but also to bring them in on 
decision-making and use this crowd-
sourced information for future brand 
activities. Why not use these tools to 
help you decide on menu options?

How to set up an Instagram Story Poll

https://www.zoho.com/social/journal/how-to-use-instagram-polls-for-your-business.html
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Refers to a good or service being 
offered by a company.

Welcome to our set of Learning Activities and Tools to 
empower your culinary business as a learning centre for 
young people.   Use these resources to help you to find 
ways to encourage student initiative to pursue an idea 
for a new culinary heritage product or experience that 
will benefit your business and clients. 

Practical approaches to fostering this creativity



1. We want to create a set of Learning 
Activities and Tools to empower your 
business as a learning centre for young 
people.

2. Ways to encourage student initiative to 
pursue an idea for a new culinary heritage 
product or experience that will benefit 
your business and clients. 

3. Link to the learning in the first Resource 
from our project The CIF  Pedagogics  –
building relationships with VET colleges

4. Checklist: Are you ready to take on your 
Cook It Forward Student?

4 Tools for all stakeholders



1. Empower your Culinary business as a 
learning centre for young people.



1. Culinary Innovation Audit Template

1. Work-Based Learning  

1. Project Opportunities and 
Connections

1. Evaluation - how do you know you 
are achieving success?

Tools and Templates



1. Culinary Innovation Audit – Part 1

Dimension Statements SCORE

Leadership & Innovation 
Culture

Our Culinary

Business

supports and encourages innovation.
tolerates changes and failures.

encourages open and efficient communication.
encourages collaboration and internal exchange of ideas to 

produce new approaches, products or menus.

Innovation Strategy Our Culinary 

Business

has personnel responsible for service/product innovation.

uses certain processes for service/product development 
projects.

increases investment in service/product innovation to achieve 
important strategic goals.

sets clear expectations and operation targets for 
service/product innovation.

Resilience Our Culinary 

Business

constantly looks out for potential threats and challenges to 
our business.

constantly keeps track of technological, legal, and market 
changes relevant to our business.

responds rapidly to market changes.
does not hesitate in taking calculated risk.

would continue to try and innovate in the future even if we 
fail initially in our endeavours.

INNOVATION READINESS SELF-ASSESSMENT TOOL FOR THE FOOD-SERVICE SECTOR

Question: to what extent do you agree with the following statements?

1 = Strongly agree; 2 = Disagree;  3 = Neither agree or disagree;  4 = Agree;  5 = Strongly agree



Culinary Innovation Audit – Part 2

Innovation Capability Our Culinary 
Business

has developed products/services that are new to the market.

has attempted to improve existing products/services.

uses our know-how in introducing new products/services to meet 
customer demands.

possesses creativity that keeps us regularly ahead of our 
competitors

has new product/service offerings that are radically different from 
our key competitors.

frequently tries out new ideas and seeks unusual novel solutions.

seeks out new ways of doing things.
is creative in its methods of operation.

Networking Capability Our Culinary

Business

has an existing network for accessing technology/resources.

can easily add new partners to our network.
can easily access network partners’ expertise/know-how.

attends exhibitions related to our business.
networks with competitors, industrial and professional 

associations

SCORE



Culinary Innovation Audit – Part 3

Resources

Our Culinary 

Business

has access to technical assistance as needs arise.

possesses knowledge and skills necessary for introducing 
innovative changes in business operations.

possesses knowledge and skills that enable us to change, 
develop, modify and re-organise our resources, assets 

and routines.

Regulations & Policies Our Culinary 

Business

finds government schemes for financing SMEs helpful in 
obtaining necessary finance for our business.

is aware of government policies and procedure relevant 
to our business.

can obtain funds from private sources easier than 
government sources.

Market Needs Our Culinary 

Business

constantly looks for new ways to deliver our products to 
customers.

implements new marketing methods or techniques to 
promote our products.

makes improvements in customer relationships to obtain 
customer satisfaction.

SCORE



Culinary Innovation Audit – Part 4

THE HIGHER THE SCORE THE MORE INNOVATION READY YOUR CULINARY BUSINESS IS!

Customers' Needs Our Culinary 
Business

possesses the knowledge to develop new service/products for 
senior food.

has experience in senior food innovation.

is flexible to provide products/services according to the 
demands of the customers.

Commercialisation Our Culinary 
Business

performs regular market analysis and monitoring.

adheres to a commercialisation schedule and formal post-launch 
reviews.

monitors our competitors regularly.
is successful in commercialising new products/services.

SCORE



Connect back to Module 1. Work-
based learning has mutual benefits 
for your company and students on 
work placements. Learn there how 
to create  a learning centre within 
your company via:

•Peer-to-peer learning

•Reverse mentoring

•Bridging the generation gap

•How to be a mentor

2. Work-based learning



We want you as culinary businesses to think 
about getting started and understanding the 
importance of Culinary heritage for your 
business. Create a listing of the following:

• The opportunities within your 
local/regional Culinary heritage

• Reach out to Culinary training 
organisations (who is available to you?)

• Teaching & learning through case studies

Now, can you see the opportunities that lie 
within Culinary Heritage for your Food 
Business especially with the assistance of 
Work-placement schemes or programmes?

3. Opportunities and 
Connections

Click 
here



4. Measuring Success 

When introducing any new project in your 
workplace, it is hugely beneficial to carry 
out an evaluation of its implementation 
and impact.

This is an assessment or overview of any 
ongoing or finished tasks within the 
project, determining how effective the 
idea or new project was and whether it is 
relevant in terms of what is needed for 
your business to operate well, and what is 
desired by your clients or customers.

The aim is to determine if the project was 
a success or not and to highlight the 
impact of such on resources, sales etc. 



Evaluation Guidelines  

Monitoring & reviewing become 
standard practice when evaluating a 
project
Monitoring – the systematic collection 
of data at certain points to gain an idea 
of the project development, and the 
progress of the objectives.
Reviews tend to be less comprehensive 
assessments and often focus on 
practical aspects of the project.
The student’s school will generally give 
you evaluation advice in terms of the 
student’s progress, but this is a useful 
exercise to carry out in all aspects of 
your food business not just for work-
placements



Refers to a good or service being 
offered by a company.

These evaluations are a great learning tool 
as they show you what not to do, and what 

to repeat in future projects.

Benefits of monitoring and evaluations



2. Encouraging initiative



One of the core objectives of Cook it Forward is 
to start the inter-cultural conversation between 
youngsters about cultural heritage and let them 
discover the diversity of Europe’s culinary 
heritage. 

They will realise what European regions have in 
common by cooperating in international student 
groups on cultural heritage and share with each 
other culinary traditions, ancient recipes, 
forgotten regional ingredients and traditional 
cooking techniques. By starting the conversation, 
you foster intercultural dialogue. 

Starting the conversation 



Forums as learning 
tools

Some Examples:

• Top 25 Food Forums, 
Discussions and Message Boards 
in 2021 (feedspot.com)

• Food forums | ProBoards

Encouraging students to use forums:
As a learning aid, discussion forums, have been 
shown to stimulate critical thinking, improve 
communication skills, foster a sense of 
community among students, and encourage 
collaborative problem-solving. 

Further, online forums enable students to work 
together on projects and participate at will in 
evocative dialogues centered on course or 
practical content.

This link gives access to a platform where you 
can create your own free forum that can 
engage students and your team in idea 
creation Create a free forum today! | ProBoards 
| ProBoards

https://blog.feedspot.com/food_forums/
https://www.proboards.com/forum-directory/Food
https://www.proboards.com/create-free-forum


• https://cheftalk.com/

• Face book  group  ‘Foodies World’

• Face book group ‘Foodies’

• Facebook group Spanish heritage Food & 
Recipes

• Facebook group on Dutch culture, recipes 
etc

• Facebook group I love Lithuanian food

• Facebook group Irish recipes Traditional & 
other celtic foods

Food groups or forums to 
promote Sharing & learning

Some Examples here:

https://cheftalk.com/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/531066824158692
https://www.facebook.com/groups/531066824158692
https://www.facebook.com/groups/998987726960117
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1006967939471409/about
https://www.facebook.com/groups/14570810599
https://www.facebook.com/groups/485987988756321


Refers to a good or service being 
offered by a company.

Ask students to create their own Culinary 
heritage Facebook group or  Instagram page  
to share ideas and recipes, wins and failures, 
stories, food traditions and how to keep them 
alive! 

Create a Student Activity within your work-place



3. Link with Culinary Educators



”

Food businesses are 
hungry for innovation. 
Although the food and 

drink service sector plays 
an important role within 

the EU economy, 
innovation in food sector 
SMEs has received little 

previous attention

(Baregheh, A., Rowley, J.,Sambrook, S., 
Davies, D. "Innovation in food sector SMEs", 

Journal of Small Business and Enterprise 
Development).

“



1: Cook it forward Pedagogics

(Teacher curriculum and training)

Finding the balance between guiding 
the student and letting the student 
take the initiative?

A hands-on and practical applicable 
manual describing the Cook It 
Forward programme itself, and a 
step-by-step way how to implement 
in a vocational college.

Find our Teacher pedagogics manual here

Linking our project outputs

https://www.cookitforward.eu/results


As culinary business owners, we want to provoke critical thinking and a 
broadening of perspectives and knowledge on the opportunities to 
innovate the foodservice industry so that it becomes more sustainable, 
while also celebrating and maintaining our culinary heritage. Case studies 
can help with this.

Either in groups or in individual learning, empower your work-placement 
students to analyse a project case study from our collection on our project 
website or to create their own case study, and dissect key information in 
order to identify the problems that arose and find solutions to the 
problems. This is known as the case study method of learning. 

The power of case studies

https://www.cookitforward.eu/results


This allows students to be able to…

Determine 
pertinent 
information

Identify 
possible 
solutions

Form strategies 
& ideas for action

Make decisions 
to fix the 
problems

Identify the 
problem and its 
parameters



It is not only the students that can 
learn and progress their careers 
through education, but our Culinary 
Businesses can too.

Having made links or connections 
through student placements we 
are building networks and opening 
doors to new methods, 
technologies, and research being 
carried out across Europe in these 
schools and colleges. This gives us 
an edge on our competitors and 
therefore in the market

Linking with Culinary 
Colleges



4. Readiness checklist



Are you/your business, student placement ready? Questions to ask…

1. Can you offer a safe workplace that corresponds with their 
education/training?

2. Can you be or can you assign a workplace trainer/mentor?

3. Are you willing to cooperate with the VET schools and provide the 
appropriate evaluations/assessments when required?

4. Have you a contract in place for all parties to agree to? Or a placement 
description agreed upon?

5. Have you checked if there is funding/national incentives for such schemes? 
If not, have you resources to pay the students? Eg WPEP in Ireland

Readiness for work-placements

https://www.gov.ie/en/service/95fe1-work-placement-experience-programme/


Questions that will help you to review your needs:

1. What does your culinary business hope to gain from the work 
placement?

2. Is your culinary business looking to fulfill a need on a specific project? 

3. Will this work placement involve one major project or entail multiple 
small projects?

4. What talents, academic background, and experience do you want in a 
student?

5. How can a work placement student help you with your business goals?

Review your needs…



1. What are the tools and workspace requirements needed for the student 
placement?

2. Do you have available kitchen or hospitality space and other resources? 

3. Can you commit time to the student? 

4. Who will supervise and mentor your student? 

5. How will you provide the student with regular feedback, guidance, and 
support?

Requirements and Resources



Having a clear placement description 
prepared will help the school and 
students understand your culinary 
business’ culture. Things to include are:
1. The Food Business’ goals/mission
2. Student responsibilities and 

potential task/ projects
3. Favourable talent/qualifications or 

skills.
4. The duration of the placement.
5. Contact information for you or the 

student’s mentor/ supervisor and 
other parties involved.

Work placement Description



”

When the student is 
ready the teacher will 

appear. When the 
student is truly ready... 

The teacher will 
Disappear.

Tao Te Ching

“



www.cookitforward.eu
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